
Culture Keepers Institute Agenda
Bentonville, AR • June 8–10, 2022

Wednesday, June 8

7:00–8:00 a.m.

Registration Main Gym Lobby

Continental Breakfast
Main Gym, North & South

Cafeterias

8:00–9:45 a.m.
Keynote—Jack Baldermann
Building a Compassionate Culture, Championship Vision, and
Joyous Results

Arends Arts Center

9:45–10:00 a.m. Break

10:00–11:30 a.m. Breakout Sessions

11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Lunch (provided)
Main Gym, North & South

Cafeterias

12:30–2:00 p.m. Breakout Sessions

2:00–2:15 p.m. Break

2:15–3:10 p.m.

High-Impact Talks by Principals
(Each Session A HIT will be repeated in Session B.)

Session A •  2:15–2:35 p.m.

Session B •  2:50–3:10 p.m.

Thursday, June 9

7:00–8:00 a.m.

Registration Main Gym Lobby

Continental Breakfast
Main Gym, North & South

Cafeterias

8:00–9:45 a.m.
Keynote—Jeanne Spiller
Brave Leaders Pave the Way

Arends Arts Center

9:45–10:00 a.m. Break

10:00–11:30 a.m. Breakout Sessions

11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Lunch (provided)
Main Gym, North & South

Cafeterias

12:30–2:00 p.m. Breakout Sessions

2:00–2:15 p.m. Break

2:15–3:10 p.m. Leadership Forums
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Aspiring Leaders—Anisa Baker-Busby & Amanda Ziaer East Gym

Leaders of Small Schools With Lots of Singletons—Jason A.
Andrews

West Gym

Moving From PLC Lite to Right—Jack Baldermann & Jeanne
Spiller

Arends Arts Center

Duties as Assigned: Assistant Principals, Instructional Coaches,
Etc.—Rebecca Nicolas

Band Room

Friday, June 10

7:00–8:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast
Main Gym, North &
South Cafeterias

8:00–9:30 a.m. Breakout Sessions

9:30–9:45 a.m. Break

9:45–11:45 a.m.
Keynote—Jason A. Andrews
Building a Culture of Excellence Through the PLC at Work Process

Arends Arts Center

Agenda is subject to change.
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Breakout Sessions at a Glance—Day 1
10:00–11:30 a.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby

What Do Your Hallways Say About Your School's Climate and Culture? East Gym

Jeanne Spiller

Lead Your PLC With Intention West Gym

Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews

Goldilocks: Getting the Loose-Tight Leadership Balance Just Right N125 Lecture Hall

Amanda Ziaer

Is Your School Future Ready? Orchestra Room

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann

How Westmont High Became a Most-Improved School and Won the DuFour Award Arends Arts Center

Rebecca Nicolas

Monitoring the Work of a Professional Learning Community Band Room

Agenda is subject to change.
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Breakout Sessions at a Glance—Day 1
12:30–2:00 p.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby

What Are You Doing All Day? East Gym

Jeanne Spiller

Reading and Writing Instruction in a PLC at Work West Gym

Middle (6–8)

Jason Andrews

Stop the Excuses! Overcoming Roadblocks, Resistance, and Red Herrings in a PLC N125 Lecture Hall

Amanda Ziaer

Developing and Monitoring the Work of a Collaborative Team Orchestra Room

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann

PLCs, Strategic Leadership, and Outstanding Results Arends Arts Center

Rebecca Nicolas

Your Old Boss Doesn't Work Here Anymore Band Room

Agenda is subject to change.
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High-Impact Talks
Session A • 2:15–2:35 p.m.
Session B • 2:50–3:10 p.m.

Jason A. Andrews

Have You Seen My Keys? N125 Lecture Hall

Anisa Baker-Busby

Dealing With Difficult Parents: Who Wants to Do That? East Gym

Jack Baldermann

Why I Am Obsessed With SMART Goals and How They Drive Results Arends Arts Center

Rebecca Nicolas

Wear Comfortable Shoes: Effective and Proactive Leadership Band Room

Jeanne Spiller

Get Them to the Cabin West Gym

Amanda Ziaer

Out With the Old, in With the New Orchestra Room

Agenda is subject to change.
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Breakout Sessions at a Glance—Day 2
10:00–11:30 a.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby

How Do You Define Your Job? Consistency From Start to Finish East Gym

Jeanne Spiller

Yes We Can! Collaboration for All Learners West Gym

Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews

Are Your Teams Cooperating or Collaborating and Do You Know the Difference? N125 Lecture Hall

Amanda Ziaer

A Model PLC Journey Orchestra Room

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann

Motivating Disengaged Students: Supporting Champions of Hope and Learning for All Arend Arts Center

Rebecca Nicolas

If I Have to Tell You What to Do, I May as Well Do It Myself Band Room

Agenda is subject to change.
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Breakout Sessions at a Glance—Day 2
12:30–2:00 p.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby

Developing the Talents of Your Staff East Gym

Jeanne Spiller

Administering Assessments: What to Consider Before and After West Gym

Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews

Leveraging the Four Pillars to Guide Your Leadership N125 Lecture Hall

Amanda Ziaer

What Do We Do When Our Kids Don’t Learn? Orchestra Room

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann

Six Practical Tools and Two Proven Programs for PLC Success Arends Arts Center

Rebecca Nicolas

High Needs, High Impact Band Room

Agenda is subject to change.
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Breakout Sessions at a Glance—Day 3
8:00–9:30 a.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby

Celebrate Good Times East Gym

Jeanne Spiller

Lead Like a Coach West Gym

Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews

Turning Data Into Action in a PLC N125 Lecture Hall

Amanda Ziaer

Key Components of Collaborative Teams Orchestra Room

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann

Successful Implementation Plans and Ideas for Fledgling PLCs Arends Arts Center

Rebecca Nicolas

We Didn’t Get to Meet This Week (and Other Reasons Teams Fall Apart) Band Room

Agenda is subject to change.
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Keynote Session Descriptions

Day 1

Jack Baldermann
Building a Compassionate Culture, Championship Vision, and Joyous Results

Westmont High School became the most improved and one of the top-performing high schools in the

nation by successfully implementing PLC and RTI/MTSS concepts and practices. In 2020, Jack and his

team at Westmont won the DuFour Award as the best PLC in the country and in 2021 won the National

Blue Ribbon Award as the most diverse regular high school to win the honor in Illinois in the last 25

years. These accomplishments were achieved because the team is passionately dedicated to creating a

culture that is focused on compassion for all people, collaboratively building and developing an intense

commitment to a championship vision, and making certain that joy and having fun are present on the

way to exceptional results.

Participants learn:

● Why compassion must be the driving force in a school’s culture, how to build a compassionate

culture, and how it leads to outstanding results

● How to collaboratively build and gain a passionate commitment for your “championship vision”

or “educational promised land”

● Ways to lead that will inspire your team and create more joy in the work you do together

● Practical and impactful ideas to improve your PLC and RTI/MTSS implementation that will

produce real growth for your entire school community

Day 2

Jeanne Spiller
Brave Leaders Pave the Way

This keynote addresses how courage and vulnerability are critical components of effective leadership.

Participants explore how vulnerable and courageous leaders can positively impact the culture of

districts, schools, and teams. Specific and actionable steps to become more courageous and vulnerable

are shared, discussed, and highlighted through examples and stories.

Participants in this session:

● Explore how courage and vulnerability are critical components of effective leadership.

● Learn what vulnerability is and is not by exploring the six myths of vulnerability.

● Discover strategies for opening the door to vulnerable and courageous leadership.

● Reflect on the ways in which they are vulnerable and courageous in their leadership and how

they can grow.
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Day 3

Jason A. Andrews
Building a Culture of Excellence through the PLC at Work Process

According to Edgar Schein, Professor Emeritus with the MIT Sloan School of Management and

influential authority in culture, “The only thing of real importance that leaders do is to create and

manage culture. If you do not manage culture, it manages you, and you may not even be aware of the

extent to which this is happening.” Culture is developed over time and evolves through an

accumulation of actions, traditions, symbols, ceremonies, and rituals. Jason Andrews explores specific

actions, strategies, and tools within a PLC to build a culture that expects and supports excellence for all.

Learning outcomes for this session include:

● Identifying the critical factors and best practices that lead to a culture of excellence

● Defining excellence and evaluating the current reality of culture in your school

● Developing action steps to enhance culture in your school
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Breakout Session Descriptions—Day 1
10:00–11:30 a.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby
What Do Your Hallways Say About Your School’s Climate and Culture?

We all know that “What gets monitored gets done.” Leaders know the impact of clear and consistent

communication.

Participants in this session:

● Discuss strategies to create a school culture and climate that reflects the priorities of the leader

and organization.

● Understand the importance of monitoring products that reflect the school's priorities.

● Develop strategies to lead and create a safe learning culture.

● Cultivate a focus on the right work.

Jeanne Spiller
Lead Your PLC With Intention

Implementing and sustaining the PLC process requires diligent leaders who persist in ensuring that their

school is where leaders and teachers collaborate, make evidence-based decisions, understand that

students are the top priority, communicate effectively, and are involved in trusting relationships.

Participants in this session explore eight areas of focus to consider in effectively leading the PLC at

Work process.

1. Achieving focus and staying intentional

2. Establishing and maintaining organization

3. Building shared leadership

4. Using evidence for decision making and action

5. Prioritizing the student

6. Leading instruction

7. Fostering communication

8. Developing community and relationships
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Middle (6–8)

Jason Andrews
Goldilocks: Getting the Loose-Tight Leadership Balance Just Right

One of the most common challenges for leaders and teachers is the role of district and school

administrators in a professional learning community. It can be incredibly challenging to maintain a

balance between accountability and autonomy. Achieving the appropriate loose-tight leadership

balance is critical for school leaders. Jason Andrews explores the role of leaders in effectively

addressing the four critical questions of a PLC and identifies best practices to maintain fidelity and

sustain a collaborative culture while ensuring continuous improvement.

Learning outcomes for this session include:

● Identifying the role of leaders within the four critical questions of a PLC

● Examining when to allow for autonomy and when to require greater accountability from

collaborative teams

● Developing “look fors” for leaders to ensure high-quality collaboration is occurring within their

district or school

Amanda Ziaer
Is Your School Future Ready?

Are you leading a campus that prepares students for a future they will create? This session emphasizes

the need to “up our game” as educators and leaders to best serve our Gen Z learners. Participants in

this session gain strategies to empower their guiding coalitions to 1) create learner profiles to inform

future-ready skills, 2) develop educator profiles to inform hiring practices, 3) promote continuous

learning and improved practices, and 4) coordinate and sustain regular collaborative team time.

Participants in this session:

● Examine weekly and monthly team schedules.

● Engage in a critical friends protocol.

● Learn a quick brainstorming strategy to create educator and learner profiles.

● Discover the benefits of learning walks and brag boards.

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann
How Westmont High Became a Most-Improved School and Won the DuFour Award

Jack Baldermann shares the ideas, programs, strategies, and tools that Westmont High School (a Title I

school in Illinois) used to become the most improved and one of the top-performing schools in the

nation. In every student achievement category, Westmont has achieved exceptional and sustained

results. The specific and practical action steps that led to these student learning performance gains are
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shared. Participants leave this session with a framework to successfully implement PLC and RTI

concepts that will lead to real student success.

Rebecca Nicolas
Monitoring the Work of a Professional Learning Community

Once teacher teams are formed and are meeting regularly, you may believe the work of becoming a

PLC is finished. However, if you want to ensure sustainable practice, it has just begun. How can a

leadership team ensure that teacher teams are doing the “right work” week after week? Monitoring

products allows school leadership to better understand teachers’ work associated with each of the four

critical questions of a PLC. Administrators and teachers in this session learn about a simple data

collection tool that helps leadership and teacher teams audit their productivity and ensures that teams

are progressing through each of the four critical questions.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Understanding the difference between activity- and productivity-focused teams

● Exploring products that reflect a team’s focus on each of the four critical questions

● Acquiring a data collection tool to monitor team productivity over time
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Breakout Session Descriptions—Day 1
12:30–2:00 p.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby
What Are You Doing All Day?

Effective leaders must do more than state expectations; they must make it a priority to help teams

succeed and focus on the right work. They take pride in engaging teams in quality job-embedded

professional learning, collaboration, and support.

Participants in this session:

● Learn what constitutes a PLC.

● Understand that their responsibility as leaders is to help educators succeed in doing the right

work.

● Develop strategies that support educators in their schools through ongoing job-embedded

collaborative learning.

● Gain strategies to create a learning culture that has effective systems, procedures and high

expectations.

Jeanne Spiller
Reading and Writing Instruction in a PLC at Work

A literacy level that guarantees students will fully function and engage in society must be the reality for

every student because, undeniably, illiteracy is not an option for any student. In this session, Jeanne

Spiller assists collaborative teams in designing standards-aligned instruction, assessment, and

intervention that support the literacy development of all students.

Participants in this session:

● Understand the role the three big ideas and four critical questions of a PLC play in reading and

writing instruction.

● Learn how to develop meaningful learning progressions and team calendars to plan

literacy-focused instruction and assessment.

● Examine research-backed teaching strategies to differentiate and improve classroom

instruction.
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Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews
Stop the Excuses! Overcoming Roadblocks, Resistance, and Red Herrings in a PLC

In order to effect change and improve outcomes and opportunities for students, leaders must build

support in their organizations. Indeed, followership can be even more important and challenging than

leadership in implementing meaningful cultural change. How do you respond when facing resistance?

How do you build buy-in among staff? This interactive session examines common approaches from

skeptical and resistant staff and shares effective strategies and practices to address behaviors that build

roadblocks to change.

Learning outcomes include:

● Discovering how to build buy-in and gain strategies to address resistance to cultural change

● Identifying common excuses and distractions that can derail change efforts

● Exploring best practices for effectively implementing PLCs

Amanda Ziaer
Developing and Monitoring the Work of a Collaborative Team

Collaborative teams are the linchpin of change on a school campus, but the work must be monitored

and supported by the right people. Participants in this session hear how a particular principal

participated in collaborative team time to help lead teacher teams to success and establish campus

priorities. Training instructional coaches and teams proved critical in developing collaborative and

leadership teams at this school.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Discovering ways to use data with leadership and collaborative teams

● Creating and monitoring schoolwide SMART goals to drive the work of teams

● Understanding the function of job-embedded professional learning and how the building leader

teaches and models this practice

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann
PLCs, Strategic Leadership, and Outstanding Results

Jack Baldermann, 2017 Illinois Principal of the Year and 2018 Finalist for National Principal of the Year,

shares specific programs, ideas, plans, and tools used to transform schools. After four years of

implementing PLC concepts, Westmont High School (a Title I school) became the most improved high

school in Illinois in 2014 and 2015 with a graduation rate of 99 percent, a graduation rate of 100
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percent for Latino and African American students, double-digit increases on every NCLB exam, a

dramatic reduction in suspensions, achievement of adequate yearly progress for the first time in seven

years, and one of the most improved advanced placement programs in the country. Riverside

Brookfield High School achieved similar results using PLC concepts and employing strategic leadership.

Participants gain:

● Specific strategies to implement PLC concepts that are proven to result in significant student

achievement

● Practical tools to help establish a high-functioning PLC school

● Useful information and inspiration to improve students’ academic performance

Rebecca Nicolas
Your Old Boss Doesn’t Work Here Anymore

The first job of any new principal is to navigate the culture of the building where he or she has recently

been hired. Some principals can tell horror stories of how they inherited toxic cultures, defiant

teachers, and disillusioned parents. All of these are significant obstacles to success. However, what’s a

principal to do when the principal being replaced was beloved? This session focuses on how to create a

vision that builds on a school’s legacy of success, while pushing innovation and exploration for teachers

and staff.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Understanding how to navigate relationships with teachers, staff, and the community as a new

principal

● Acquiring a process for auditing a culture and climate that yields insight into the unspoken

norms of a school building

● Communicating a mission and vision that pushes a school to move beyond its comfort zone

toward continued improvement
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High-Impact Talks
Session A • 2:15–2:35 p.m.

Session B • 2:50–3:10 p.m.

Jason A. Andrews
Have You Seen My Keys?

One of the most frustrating things is not being able to find your keys. Without them, we are stranded

and stymied. In this session, Jason Andrews shows how we, as educators, hold the keys to our students’

future and how we can leverage the power of professional learning communities to provide

opportunities and open the door to successful and productive lives.

Anisa Baker-Busby
Dealing With Difficult Parents: Who Wants to Do That?

Having parents as partners in your PLC is magical, but how do we get difficult parents on board?

Participants in this session the participants:

● Learn how to be proactive and communicate effectively and positively to parents.

● Recognize the importance of understanding family cultures and their individual situations.

● Discuss strategies to build strong relations with students, staff, parents, and the community.

● Ensure teachers are confident, empowered, and supported when dealing with difficult parents.

Jack Baldermann
Why I Am Obsessed With SMART Goals and How They Drive Results

In addition to quickly establishing the why of SMART goals, this brief talk outlines specific actions to

ensure the process leads to collaboratively built and passionately agreed-upon SMART goals.

The power of SMART goals lies in pulling together a cohesive team, bringing the shared mission, vision,

and values to life, and celebrating the efforts that lead to increases in student achievement.

The process described in this talk led to an average graduation rate of 99 percent at Westmont High

School, Illinois (a Title I school). The SMART goal process Westmont employs also led to increased state

test scores and the most improved Advanced Placement program in Illinois, and one of the most

improved in the nation.
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Rebecca Nicolas
Wear Comfortable Shoes: Effective and Proactive Leadership

Being visible and involved in your building is a deceptively difficult task to pull off when the emails pile

up and the reports are due to central office. How can you schedule your day to make sure you are

present and engaged with your staff and students each day? Get comfortable. And get your Fitbit out.

Jeanne Spiller
Get Them to the Cabin

As educators, we must do everything in our power to ensure that all students learn at grade level or

higher. This session explores the importance of overcoming obstacles using a journey to a remote cabin

as an analogy.

Amanda Ziaer
Out With the Old, in With the New

Every parent wants their children to be happy and lead a successful life. When it comes to school,

parents and educators should cultivate those hopes and dreams in all our kids by designing

student-centered learning that helps bring experiences to life. But we can’t do it alone. Principals must

lead this charge and set the stage! Principal leadership guides the future of what an effective learning

organization can and should be, and creates it through our collective work as a professional learning

community.
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Breakout Session Descriptions—Day 2
10:00–11:30 a.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby
How Do You Define Your Job? Consistency From Start to Finish

Effective leaders understand the difference between activity and productivity, and teams value

collaboration more when they view it as constructive. Focusing on productivity allows leaders to

develop teams that embody the four critical questions of a PLC. Productivity helps promote consistency

from start to finish, which requires leaders to demonstrate an unwavering commitment to the right

work.

Participants in this session:

● Develop strategies that support the leader in observing, supporting, leading, and monitoring

effective instructional practices.

● Understand the importance of leaders modeling what they value.

Jeanne Spiller
Yes We Can! Collaboration for All Learners

When teams commit to the PLC process and engage in a continuous improvement cycle, the first critical

step is to examine their personal and systemic beliefs about students, themselves, and learning. Only

then can they exclaim with confidence that “all really does mean all!”

This session provides participants with strategies and protocols to examine mindsets and collaborative

processes to ensure higher learning levels for all students. It is designed for general and special

educators.

Participants will:

● Learn past and current realities regarding special education.

● Discover strategies to reinforce school and district cultures.

● Reflect on practices and policies that align with the culture.

● Examine what it looks like when general and special educators purposefully collaborate on

teaching and learning for all.

● Apply instructional decision making that leads to high levels of learning.
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Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews
Are Your Teams Cooperating or Collaborating and Do You Know the Difference?

In Learning by Doing (2016), DuFour et al. asserted that “in order to ensure all students learn at high

levels, educators must work collaboratively and take collective responsibility for the success of each

student” (p. 11). The term collaboration is used widely in schools across the country. However, the

mere act of meeting does not fulfill the purpose of, and benefits generated through, true collaboration.

Jason Andrews takes a deep dive into the development of collaborative cultures, the work of teams,

and tools and protocols to assist in moving beyond cooperation to meaningful collaboration.

Learning outcomes for this session include:

● Examining collaboration and what it should look like in the PLC at Work Process

● Getting clear on the right work of collaborative teams

● Exploring tools and protocols to assist collaborative teams in their work

Amanda Ziaer
A Model PLC Journey

What is a model PLC and why should a school implement it? Amanda Ziaer illustrates her school’s

journey, from one that was aimless in the midst of too many opposing initiatives that resulted in little

to no effect on learner achievement, to finding its North Star to guide the school to achieve model PLC

status in a four-year span. Coppell Middle School North created processes and structures that teachers

came to rely on and its new principal had to buy into. This journey exemplifies the steps needed to

build a model PLC culture that thrives on learning, collaboration, and results orientation.

Participants in this session:

● Learn how to get started on a PLC journey.

● Explore what it means to have a focus on learning.

● Hear how this principal “led up” to share the benefits of PLC across her district.

● Take away resources and strategies to forward their PLC journey.

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann
Motivating Disengaged Students: Supporting Champions of Hope and Learning for All

Jack Baldermann shares the findings of leading researchers and practitioners in education, including

new research based on more than 300 interviews with students identified as underperforming. He

shows the results of specific programs that are making a substantial difference in student achievement

and facilitates a discussion about how to reach and engage unmotivated students.
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Participants in this session:

● Learn about and discuss current research and best practices in education that positively impact

the lives of all students.

● Examine research on why students disengage from the learning process and what educators can

do to help them become more successful.

● Explore ideas and solutions that work in harmony with PLCs.

● Gain information and strategies to implement at their schools or districts.

Rebecca Nicolas
If I Have to Tell You What to Do, I May as Well Do It Myself

Ensuring widely dispersed leadership is critical to the success of a PLC. While successfully delegating

work can be difficult, genuinely empowering leaders within your school is even more complex. A

successful school leader must learn to balance autonomy and accountability for the leadership team

and members of the school’s guiding coalition. Participants in this session explore the challenges of

ensuring everyone is acting on a school’s collective commitments and has been empowered to truly

lead the school in its mission, vision, values, and goals.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Envisioning the balance point between autonomy and accountability at which team leaders best

function

● Creating a list of products to monitor the leadership efforts of teams

● Creating a weekly team schedule that allows time and space for each critical team leader
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Breakout Session Descriptions—Day 2
12:30–2:00 p.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby
Developing the Talents of Your Staff

Everyone needs a team. No one person has the energy or expertise to do it all. The responsibility of

leadership is too great in a professional learning community. Effective principals know how to promote

shared leadership throughout the school by developing strong teacher leaders.

Participants in this session:

● Develop strategies for shared leadership throughout their school.

● Learn the value of shared team responsibility.

● Understand the importance of having a team leader structure.

● Acquire strategies to build staff leadership capacity.

Jeanne Spiller
Administering Assessments: What to Consider Before and After

Jeanne Spiller focuses on strategies teams can use before and after an assessment to ensure data is

used effectively. Jeanne guides participants through strategies and protocols for using student

assessment data to plan focused, differentiated instruction within the context of a continuum of

assessments. Participants also learn how to use data from assessments to provide students targeted

feedback and progress their learning. This process applies to any content area standards.

Participants in this session learn:

● How a continuum of assessment can guide the teaching and learning process

● Factors to consider before assessments take place to ensure student data can direct next steps

● Strategies and protocols for examining student data and planning differentiated instruction

Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews
Leveraging the Four Pillars to Guide Your Leadership

In Learning By Doing (2016), DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, Many, and Mattos describe the four pillars of a

PLC—the mission, vision, values (collective commitments), and goals—as the foundation of a PLC. The

work of collaborative teams rests upon this foundation. In order to effectively lead teams, schools, and

districts, leaders must have a clear understanding of the four pillars and leverage them to provide

effective leadership.
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Participants in this session:

● Understand the four pillars of a professional learning community.

● Review the research supporting each of the four pillars.

● Develop strategies to leverage the four pillars in leading districts, schools, and teams.

Amanda Ziaer
What Do We Do When Our Kids Don’t Learn?

How important is question three of the four critical questions of a PLC? Amanda Ziaer elucidates how

she led two different middle schools in creating and using advisory time during the school day to

address critical question three: What do we do when our kids do not learn? These schools, from

different districts, that shared the common purpose of increasing learner achievement, focused on the

intersection of PLCs and RTI and the principals’ role in supporting teachers and utilizing best practices

from their leaders and collaborative teams.

Participants in this session:

● Examine a sample advisory schedule and mastery schedule.

● Hear about an advisory’s guidelines for its tight and loose culture.

● Explore the four essential elements of an effective intervention system.

● Consider the benefits and drawbacks of a collaborative team’s use of data.

● Examine an example of a data protocol.

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann
Six Practical Tools and Two Proven Programs for PLC Success

Jack Baldermann presents research-based ideas proven to have a positive impact on student learning.

He provides detailed overviews about two intervention programs that have significantly decreased

failure rates and increased student achievement.

Participants explore effective tools to:

● Better understand teams and get team members excited about the essential work of a

successful PLC.

● Closely and accurately track student performance.

● Effectively strengthen and implement SMART goals, rubrics, and templates to support teams

and help them monitor their progress and performance.

● Implement effective programs to reduce failure rates and increase graduation rates.
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Rebecca Nicolas
High Needs, High Impact

Every school must combat things that distract students and staff from a focus on learning. In an at-risk

school, this challenge is exacerbated by home and health issues that require multiple community and

instructional supports. Participants in this session explore the systems of an intervention team

designed to maximize intervention and support structures. Participants will examine three support

teams: academic, social–emotional, and home/health teams that provide tier 2 and 3 supports to a

school’s most vulnerable students.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Understanding the indicators that make a student a candidate for intensive intervention and

support

● Exploring the structure and interaction of teams that consist of varied support personnel

● Brainstorming about how to capitalize on a school’s existing resources to provide wraparound

supports for a school’s most vulnerable population
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Breakout Session Descriptions—Day 3
8:00–9:30 a.m.

Elementary (K–5)

Anisa Baker-Busby
Celebrate Good Times

In order to sustain the school improvement process, leaders must convert the complex process of their

PLC journey into small, publicly celebrated wins. This creates a culture of appreciation and shows that

their progress is making a positive difference, which ultimately provides the momentum to stay focused

on the right work—the communicated “tights” of the organization.

Participants in this session:

● Develop strategies for creating and implementing a strong recognition program for students and

staff when goals are achieved.

● Learn how to create momentum.

● Understand the role of celebrations in a PLC.

Jeanne Spiller
Lead Like a Coach

Communication is key to effective leadership. This session focuses on communication strategies to

strengthen and support coherence, collaboration, and change in schools and districts. Participants learn

and practice techniques and strategies to implement immediately.

As a result of this session, participants will be better able to:

● Employ various listening and speaking skills to improve the outcomes of daily conversations

with colleagues.

● Coach a staff member through a problem-solving conversation in a way that increases that

person’s ability to take the initiative and resolve the issue.

● Provide constructive performance feedback in a way that influences a colleague’s thinking and

behavior.

Middle (6–8)

Jason A. Andrews
Turning Data Into Action in a PLC

If your school is working to sustain the PLC process, but teams are struggling to leverage data for action

planning, interventions, and extensions of learning, it may be that they are utilizing the wrong types of

data or analyzing them in the wrong way. In this breakout session, Jason Andrews assists teams with
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determining the purpose of data collection, provides tools to assist in analyzing data, and ensures that

can be turned into actionable information to leverage into high levels of learning for students.

Participants in this session:

● Review the purpose and types of data utilized by collaborative teams.

● Develop strategies and utilize protocols to analyze student data.

● Explore tools to assist collaborative teams in developing action plans.

Amanda Ziaer
Key Components of Collaborative Teams

How do principals get started with collaborative teaming? Collaborative teams are the linchpin of

change on a campus, so their work must be explicit and clearly understood by all stakeholders. It is

essential that principals consider key components when selecting and training members for highly

effective collaborative teams. These include defining members’ roles, creating team norms,

constructing and clarifying team agendas and the structure of weekly meetings, creating an

accountability calendar, and clearly establishing each team’s purpose.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Defining all team members’ roles

● Understanding individual and team norms

● Getting buy-in for, and understanding of, team agendas

● Examining a principal-created accountability calendar

● Watching a collaborative team in action

High (9–12)

Jack Baldermann
Successful Implementation Plans and Ideas for Fledgling PLCs

Jack Baldermann provides innovative ideas and a step-by-step process for successful PLC

implementation for educators whose schools are starting the PLC process or need a reboot. As a

principal, Jack worked with his team to successfully develop PLCs in three schools, and he has consulted

and supported effective PLC implementation at schools throughout the country. Participants can expect

to receive practical information to launch or relaunch the PLC process and start designing a strategic

plan to integrate PLC concepts.
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Rebecca Nicolas
We Didn’t Get to Meet This Week (and Other Reasons Teams Fall Apart)

As in all things, the key to successful collaborative teams is consistency. If teams fail to meet on a

consistent schedule, their time together is akin to a compliance activity. But meeting together is just

the first step. There are a lot of ways good teams go wrong. Participants in this session explore ways to

combat the siren call of canceling meetings and other ways teams fall into dysfunction. Participants

learn to recognize red flags that indicate a team is not working at capacity.

Outcomes from this session include:

● Understanding leadership’s role in prioritizing time for teams

● Diagnosing the myriad ways in which teams engage in “PLC lite”

● Exploring the temptations of “easy fixes” for dysfunctional teams
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